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In one phrase or sentence, what is your key

takeaway to share with those who weren't here?

Download the free

Magical Meetings Quick

Start Guide Today.
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Double Click To Give Your Feedback

Connect with Douglas On LinkedIn
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/douglasferguson
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BUILDING AN INNOVATION CULTURE IN MEETINGS
In today’s constantly evolving business world, most companies put some form of innovation strategy into their high-level plans.

But there's a big gap between saying you're innovating and doing it. Let's explore ways to bridge that gap.

1 Welcome

Together, we’ll explore:

Examples of successful

innovation cultures

How to establish an innovation-

friendly mindset with your team

When, how, and why to bring

innovation practice into

everyday meetings

Ways to expand your team’s

innovation skillset

Elise is the founder and CEO of

Lucid Meetings, a meeting

innovation company dedicates

to making it easy for teams to

run successful meetings every

day.

Elise Keith

Douglas Ferguson is an

entrepreneur and human-centered

technologist. He is the founder and

president of Voltage Control, an

Austin-based change agency that

helps enterprises spark, accelerate,

and sustain innovation. He is the

author of Magical Meetings, Beyond

the Prototype, How to Remix

Anything, and Start Within.

Douglas Ferguson

2 Invitation

Consider your current meetings and how you work.

When can you invite more innovation from your team(s)?

What would you say? 

Consider the prompt above and add sticky notes below with your thoughts.

After a few minutes of solo time, we'll discuss in small groups and then with everyone. 

3 Practice

Andersen-const

4 Rewards

What invitations might you use?

How could you adjust your meeting practice to embed more innovation?

What's the first step to getting there?

 

Consider the prompt above and add sticky notes below with your thoughts. After a few

minutes of solo time, we'll discuss in small groups and then with everyone.

What ways can you shift practices?

How might you incentivize and reward innovation on your team?

What does that look like in your meeting?

Consider the prompt above and add sticky notes below with your thoughts. After a few

minutes of solo time, we'll discuss in small groups and then with everyone.

What rewards might work for you?
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Invite

through a

culture of

fun, play

Invitation is

EXPLICIT - come

innovate

solutions to

specific problems

Invite by

funding it

explicity

start with

listening

actively, show

interest

A block of time,

or day, set aside

to give time/

resource

permission

How often did you have an idea

and it was not followed up? How

about changing that? Let's put

them on the table and then

choose one to follow through!

When: after a

particularly

challenging

experience by

the team

inviting the team to

participate - start off

saying, "be the change

you want to see" and

assure them there are no

bad ideas.  people need to

feel safe when sharing

their thoughts. 

allow more

critisism

Explain the why

behind the company is

doing this, the

outcomes  to be

achieved and then

show enthusiasm for

the journey to incite

excitement.  

Keep a central

digital repository

for innovation ideas

throughout the year

Physical items

(i.e. notecards)

as space for

*your* ideas

Dedicate a specific

meeting for

ideation and

possible ways to

fold in innovation

Have

meetings

outside of

the org

Daily standup - nd

with call for

innovaation.change

suggestions

"Do you want

to share your

ideas with

us?"

allow everyone

to give best idea

and worst idea

explore both

Offsite - step

away from the

normal day-

to-day

asynch collab and/

or survey on what's

not working and 1--

2 ideas on how

they would solve

for this.

Look for

ideas

outside

your field

Round-robin style

ideation to ensure all

voices are shared

Be hard on

ideas but

not on

people

reate from

middle out

invite funders to bid

on your non-profit

project

Meeting

structure to

make space for

brainstorming

1:1 space

dedicated

to listening

Daily quiet time to

contemplate new

ideas, then share

via some common

mechanism

Decide not to

make any final

decisions at the

meeting - just

generate ideas

Physical objects to

pull people out of

their comfort zone --

a box of costume

elements or funny

hats

After action

reviews could

create a

common idea of

the need for

innovation

Use of

small

groups

Make it fun or at

lest make it

sound like fun in

the invite

Asynch first

then come

prepared to

discuss ideas

and best next

steps

prime everyone's

emotional state - start

the meeting with

something fun and

unrelated to purpose

of meeting.  play

some kind of game
Make sure all

voices are heard

in each meeting,

we are exloring

liberating

structures for this

Start all

meetings

with an

icebreaker

Avoid conflating

workaday

meeting activities

with innovation

activities

Mix up the

attendees,

bringing in

outside ideas

from other

teams

Take your

meetings

outside of the

box, to a new

venue

appreciate everyone

and everyones ideas

make the

meeting into

a game

theme

mix up the

people

involved.   dont

let teams get

stale
Include some

tactile thought

provokers on

the table

Innovation

thinking earlier

in the meeting

before people

tire

If you are high status/

high in the hierarchy of

authority, deliberately

take yourself down a

notch.  act the fool and

let others "rescue" you

ask the team

how they'd

like to

structure the

meeting

Add clarity about

how ideas will

propagate

beyond the

meeting

Rotate

meeting

locations,

even mid-

meeting

question why

things are done

the way they are

and find ways to

make these

simpler 

Rotate

Facilitator

and 'opener' /

icebreaker 

Silly awards

of no value

(Paper Plate

Awards)

name the innovators

praise them in fornt of

everbody

Allow the

innovator to

name the

product/process

let them be part of the

actual work/putting their

idea to practice

Innovator

carries some

trophy forward

to the next

meeting

Publicly

celebrate

the epic

fail ideas

cool, unforgetable

party, special/crazy

food ...

Reward

innovators

with a seat a

the power

table

Innovator leads

some fun activity

(choose the

stretch, choose

the dance)

reward people for

adopting and/or

building on others'

ideas

special T-shirt

Call out

innovators in

future org/

company-wide

meetings/events

celebrate an innovation

that happened years ago

and update the team on

what that idea is doing

now

Innovators get to

hold the rubber

ducky for a period of

time

Free lunch

reward people for

broadening their

skill set/toolkit. 

wide skill sets tend

to engender

innovation
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